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Donald Trump’s upcoming victory in 2020 should be a message for the Republican Party.

If the election in Great Britain yesterday is any indication, there is a movement afoot than spans
the Atlantic.

One component of America’s traditional strength is American Nationalism; a belief consisting of
a patriotic love of country, a taking care of Americans first - keeping America strong for all its
citizens. Trump’s policies as they come to fruition and bring success across a full spectrum of
American life, have led to America rediscovering itself.

If the 2019 election in Great Britain is looked at as an indicator of what very soon could be
happening in America, it would appear that there is a common element to world wide
Conservativism.

A political component shared by the Boris Johnson’s English Conservative Party and the Donald
Trump Presidency is a focus on anti-Globalism. The Brexit movement is not just anti–European
Union, it is at its core an England first / anti-Globalist position.

It appears that aside from Brexit, all else went out the window in the British election. The British
Conservatives have trounced Labour in the largest win for the Conservatives since the 1980’s
and the largest loss for Labour since the 1960’s.

One Labour leader, former adviser to Labour PM Tony Blair Alastair Campbell said: "This is not
just a defeat for Jeremy Corbyn, this is a defeat for the politics he represents." Several Labour
leaders have commented that Brexit and Anti-Semitism were two issues that Labour could not
overcome.

Trump’s very recent Executive Order on Jewish hate crimes is apparently not just a convenient
response to another Anti-Jewish hate crime. Trump understands the importance of protecting
religious freedom and beset upon Jewish culture in particular. The Left around the world is
growingly anti-Semitic. Many English voters saw that and abandoned Labour.
Labour leaders have quickly declared that Labour will remain Socialist and continue the fight for
a more “just society.” They said they were just overwhelmed by Brexit. It would appear that
Socialist leaders on both sides of the Atlantic do not see the nationalist handwriting on the wall.
Donald Trump and Boris Johnson do.
If one connects the movements in England, Hungary, Sweden, and Italy with Brexit to Trump’s
America first policy, the larger battle to defeat Globalism comes clearly into focus.

Millions of Pounds and American Dollars were poured into the Re-Brexit movement, a
movement funded by such people as George Soros. But, attacks on nationalism have not been
limited to England. Soros’ money with the cooperation of the CIA and the State Department was
also involved with the overthrow of the Yanukovych Government in Ukraine.
Putting corruption aside, Viktor Yanukovych’s “crime” was that he wanted to stay neutral as
regards an alignment with the EU; basically an anti-Globalist position, not much different at its
core from Brexit.

The same forces that were at work in the Ukraine during the Maidan revolution that ousted
Yanukovych were at work trying to defeat Trump’s election bid and then to oust him after his
presidential victory. The anti-Trump operation was being run by the coup masters at the CIA.
What they have done for years overseas they finally brought home and did to Trump in the U.S.

Regardless of how the Democrats describe Trump’s crimes in his up coming impeachment, his
real crime is that he loves the USA and his policies are an existential threat to world wide
Globalist hegemony

Obviously this enigma of a man named Trump has his finger on the pulse of America and the
world. Hopefully more Republican politicians will understand the world wide battle we are facing,

and take Trump more seriously as a leader in the fight against Globalism. English Conservative
politicians and voters have shown they understand the fight. It will be America’s turn next.
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